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SOUNDS



 ENGLISHدەنگەکانی ئینگلیزی

دەنگەکانی زمانی ئینگلیزی لە  44دەنگ پێکدێن .دەکرێن بە دوو بەشی سەرەکییەوە ،ئەوانیش بریتین لە (Vowels
بزوێنەکان) و ( Consonantsنەبزوێنەکان).



دەنگە بزوێنەکان (ڤاوڵ) لەم پیتانەوە درووست دەبن )a, e, i, o, u( :وە  02دەنگی بزوێن درووست دەکەن کە 20
دەنگیان تاک بزوێنه ( – )Pure Vowelsکه ئهوانیش تاک بزوێنی کورت و درێژیان ههیه Short and Long Vowels
– وه  8دەنگیان جووت بزوێنه (.)Diphthongs

 تاک بزوێنەکان ( )Pure Vowelsئەمانەن:
Long Vowels

u:
وو

ɔ:
وۆ

Short Vowels

i:
یی

ɜ:

ɑ:

ʌ

ə

ʊ

ɒ

ɪ

e

ئێ

ئا

ئە

ئـ

و

ۆ

ی

ێ

æ

ا

 جووت بزوێنەکان ( )Diphthongsئەمانەن:

ʊə
ووە


eə
ێیە

ɪə
ییە

aʊ
او

ɔɪ
ئۆی

aɪ
ای

eɪ
ئهی

ʊə
ئهو

ی

دەنگە نەبزوێنەکانیش (کۆنسنەنت) لە سەرجەم پیتەکانی تری زمانی ئینگلیزی درووست دەبن ،جگە لەو پێنج پیتەی
سەرەوە .وە  24دەنگیان لێ درووست دەبێت کە  9دەنگیان کپە ( )Voicelessو 15یان دەنگدارە (.)Voiced

کپەکان ( )Voicelessئەمانەن:

p
پ

t
ت

k
ک

f
ف

θ
ث

s
س

ʃ
ش

tʃ
چ

h
هـ

 دەنگدارەکان ( )Voicedئەمانەن:

b
ب

d
د

g
گ

v
ڤ

ð
ذ

z
ز

ʒ
ژ

dʒ

ج

m
م

n
ن

ŋ
نگ

l
ل

r
ر

w
و

j
یو
1

Short Vowels
act, hand, sad, trap, bad, add, man, catch, can, plan, back, have,

ten, egg, bed, help, stress, twelve, enter, engine, enemy, ever, end, pen, let, well
dead, health, sweat, breast, head, bread, ready, break, measure,
guess, guest
friend,
any, many,

sit, big, live, it, ill, disk, swim, king, bridge, cliff, ship, will, did, it, win, with
begin, behind, belong, belief, efficient, effect, refer, decide, event, enough
forfeit, foreign, cuneiform
exhaust, example, expect, expense, expand, exclude
usage, cabbage, marriage, passage, blockage
build, guilt
city, happy, any, heavy, very, pretty, sorry, sunny, study, rhythm
live, give

on, off, of, dog, hot, odd, got, gone, shop, shock, bomb, body, bottle, box
want, wash, what, watch, was, wander,
Australia, Austria, because,

2

cough

put, bush, push, full, pull, sugar,
book, cook, foot, good, hook, room, wool, wood,
would, could, should

aback, accept, address, again, against, ago, along, attack, attention, attract,
absence absent, accident, energy
father, mother, brother, sister, doctor, tailor, sailor, scholar, beggar,
ability, admiral,
abandon, abdomen, absolute, collect, common, connect, contain, complete,
picture, future, figure, pressure, measure
comfortable, acceptable,

cut, cup, up, but, bus, jump, shut, truck, lunch, uncle, until, under, puzzle,
front, month, son, money,
done, one, come, love, above, some, none,
enough, rough, tough, touch, young, country, couple, cousin, trouble,
blood, flood

3

Long Vowels
after, answer, path, plant
chance, dance
alarm, arm, art, large, car, dark, part, bar, cart, cartoon, chart, sharp
aunt, laugh
half, calm, palm, calf
passport, class, glass, last, ask, hast, contrast, task, fast, master, basket
heart
guard

turn, burn, church, curl, curse, curt, hurt, nurse, curtain, curve, disturb
verb, adverb, certain, concern, person, convert, deserve, dessert, servant
bird, sir, birth, first, circus, circle, skirt, dirty, girl, third, birth,
early, earn, earth, heard, learn, search
word, work, world, worse, worth, worm

be, me, he, she, we,
see, bee, free, tree, agree, between, cheese, meet, keep, deep, feel, freeze
each, eager, eagle, east, easy, eat, meat, beach, bean, beat, cheat, cheap, heat,
clean, cream, deal, decrease, defeat, dream, leave, please
these, scene
field, chief, thief, achieve, believe, brief, piece, brief, series, deceive, receive,
ceiling, deceive
police, machine
key

4

all, tall, wall, almost, already, also, always, ball, call, fall, walk, chalk
corn, north, short, normal, force, afford, before, corner, corridor, divorce,
enormous
more, shore, wore, store, bored
door, floor
war, warm, warn
aboard, broad, board
audio, author, auto, autumn, caution, autumn, author
four, your, source, course, court, discourse
saw, law, draw, raw, awful, draw,
sward, reward, water,
thought, bought, fought, brought
caught, taught, daughter

do, who, whom,
lose, move, prove, approve
too, zoo, moon, soon, spoon, boot, food, choose, smooth, cool, school
blue, clue, true, glue, continue,
rude, tube, rule, use, tune,
fruit, suit,
you, youth group, wound, soup,
two,
/ju:/ new, few, chew , crew, screw, view, dew

5

Diphthongs
able, ache, age, face, amaze, arrange, plate, save, wave, shape, base, blame,
brave, cake, make, case, hate, change, create, emigrate
aim, pain, sail, afraid, explain, chain, wait, complain, container, detail,
break, great
ancient, angel, danger
baby, crazy,
way, may, play, say, way, spray, away, bay, day, stay, pray, they, obey
eight, weigh, weight
straight

go, ago, echo, so, no, old, both, most, clock, old, cold, fold, told, gold,
nose, close, vote, home, smoke, whole, note, stone, hope, phone
low, show, know, throw, below, borrow, elbow, bowl, snow, slow,
boat, road, coach, coal, coast, coat, soap, goal, throat, load, loan
toe,
though

five, life, alive, advice, arrive, beside, bike, rise, decide, describe, shine, drive
hi, find, wild, blind, child, kind, mind, climate, climb, design,
die, lie, pie, tie, science, neither, either,
either
type, style, analyze,
my, by, fly, try, why, cry, dry, bye, deny, apply, dry, buy, sky, supply,
high, night, bright, flight, delight, might, right, height, weight

out, about, account, aloud, proud, sound, amount, around, blouse, bound,
cloud, doubt, ground, house, mouse, bounce, found, shout, mouth,

6

now, allow, brown, town, crowd , crown, down, brown, how, down, power
astronaut

oil, coin, noise, choice, point, avoid
boy, toy, joy, enjoy, destroy

ear, near, appear, clear, dear, hear, fear, beard, tear, real,
beer, deer, career, cheer, engineer,
here, mere, interfere,
fierce,

air, affair, chair, pair, stair, despair, dairy, hair, fair,
bear, wear, swear
care, dare, share, square, compare, spare, fare, declare,
there, where,
their

sure, pure, cure, secure, endure, pure
poor,
tour,

7

Voiceless Consonants
perfect, pay, expect, stop, top, shepherd,
psyche, psychology, psychotherapy, psalm, pseudo, cupboard,

tired, get, after,
hoped, liked, kicked, laughed, faxed, washed, watched,
castle, whistle, wrestle, Christmas, fasten, listen, soften, often, hasten, watch,
catch, postpone, butcher,

look, take, lake, wake, ask, kiss, keep
black, brick, mock, rock, kick, shock, sick,
school, chemistry, Christmas, ache, character, scholar, stomach, technology,
country, clinic, camel, carpenter, car, cup, custom, soccer, success, scale,
liquid, quite, quick, square, quiet, queen, quarter, quarter,
mix, expect, text, except, fox, flexible, relax, oxygen,
know, knee, knight, knowledge, knock

frog, off, flight, family, false, fast, faith, fake, cliff, fear, fry
photo, photograph, phone, pharmacy, phrase, physics, philosophy
enough, cough, rough, laugh, tough, laughter, draught,

threat, think, throw, thumb, throat, thought, thirst, thing, thick, theft, health,
wealth, bath, breath, mouth

8

seek, press, dress, gas, bus, false, sell, swamp, sail,
circle, city, cement, centre, cycle
expand, exclude, exercise, excuse, exchange, excess, exhibition,

shout, shine, show, shoot, share, shave, shape, splash, rush, mushroom,
expansion, admission, extension, mansion, discussion, expression,
sure, pressure, assurance, sugar,
destruction, connection, location, education, relation, duration,
commercial, official, social, musician, technician, ancient
partial, patient, conscience, ancient, anxious,
ocean,

chalk, branch, cheat, achieve, charge, change, chop, much, such
nature, fortune, actual, virtue, mature, lecture, structure, picture, question
watch, match, fetch, catch,

(h) home, hire, hate, hook, humble, honey, horrible, horizon, hostage, happy
honest, honor, vehicle, exhaust, forehead, shepherd, hour

9

Voiced Consonants
bad, brown, broad, robe, baby, breed, bridge, brief, able, bubble, tablet
comb, bomb, tomb, climb, thumb, limb, crumb, lamb, plumber, debt,

dead, rude, said, daily, add, damage, deal, dust, sad, mad, middle,
handsome, bridge, knowledge, soldier, handkerchief, Wednesday,

signal, regret, bigger, ago, angle, gleam, grow, eager, game,
example, exhibition, exile, exact, exotic, exhaust, exist
sign, design, resign, foreigner, sovereign, high, weigh, night, sight, right,
bright, light,

voice, five, dove, love, above, river, develop, drive, even, ever, give, leave,
move, serve, travel, active
of

clothe, bathe, breathe, father, further, there, neither, bother, leather, southern,
gather, worthy, though, smooth,

zero, fuzzy, crazy, lazy, zoo, zebra, zest, pizza,
poison, wisdom, because, lose, use, rise, disguise, position, possess, scissors,
example, examine, exactly, exist, exhaust, exhibition,

10

conclusion, decision, division, provision, inclusion, occasion, version,
measure, pleasure, treasure, leisure, exposure,
) casual, usual, visual,
garage, regime, massage,

gem, gender, gentle, huge, manager, general, urgent, magic, original, region,
gym, gypsy,
reject, subject, object, inject, justice, jump, joke,
(du) gradually, individual, education, soldier,

marry, May, Monday, might, famous, frame, blame, impossible, imagine,

neck, plan, land, night, begin, main, runner, nail, stone, normal, neglect
column, condemn, autumn, damn,

angry, hungry, long, young, language, song, singer, wrong, tongue,
sink, think, drink, thank, uncle,
playing, drawing, following, visiting, arriving, painting,

light, like, lack, luck, look, play, only, blind, block,
kill, hill, ball, dull, sell, idle, salt, always, field, build, battle, table,
walk, talk, chalk, half, calf, calm, palm, would, should, could,

11

bring, draw, stray, broad, cream, dream,
road, ring, real, right, rock, wrap, write,
park, dark, lord, curved, first, their, cure, bird, dear,

while, win, when, twice, between, swim, switch, we,
one, once, worth, worship,
persuade, would, could, wound,
question, quick, request, square, queen, quite,
write, wrote, wrap, wrist, wreck, answer, sword, whole, whose, who, whom

unit, uniform, union, unity, university,
usual, endure, cure, pure, beauty, cube, tube,
beyond, lawyer, yes, young, youth
few, view, dew, new, knew

12

How to pronounce the final (s, es, ’s)
hops, drops, weeps,
rates, nuts, hates, rats,
packs, rocks, blocks, aches, organics,
roofs, laughs, coughs, photographs,
depths, months,

dresses, boxes, surfaces
sizes, causes,
judges, pages, arranges, bridges,
garages,
dishes, washes, pushes
branches, touches,

13

How to pronounce the final ed
stopped, helped,
booked, marked, cooked,
laughed, sniffed,
dressed, faced,
pushed, washed,
watched, snatched,

ended, mended,
wanted, visited
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